Philemon Handout #11

vv. 23-25

_____________ (name of this unit)

similar to

_____________ (name of that unit)

Symmetries: _________________ and ______

Narrative venue: __________ and _____________ (beginning)

_________ and _____________ (end)

Language of: __________ and _____________ (beginning)

_________ and _____________ (end)

_________ and _____________ (beginning)

_________ and _____________ (end)

Characters: ______

_____

Chiasm: _______ _______ _______ _______ _______

______ _______ _______ _______ _______

Structure (vv. 23-24)

Greets you (name) __________ co-_____________ my

in __________ _______

(greets you) (names) ______ _____________ ______ co-_____________ my

Why Epaphras first?

Why Luke last?

v. 24—why Mark first

why Luke last?
Narratives in the Names

What distinguishes the name in v. 23 from the names in v. 24?

Epaphras

Mark

Aristarchus

Demas

Luke

Final symmetry: